We describe homotopy classes of self-homeomorphisms of solenoids and Knaster continua. In particular, we demonstrate that homeomorphisms within one homotopy class have the same (explicitly given) topological entropy and that they are actually semi-conjugeted to an algebraic homeomorphism in the case when the entropy is positive.
Introduction
A solenoid goes back to 18, 5] and is a indecomposable continuum that can be visualized as an intersection of a nested sequence of progressively thiner solid tori that are each wrapped into the previous one a number of times as suggested by Figure 1 . Any radial cross-section of a solenoid is a Cantor set each point of which belongs to a densely immersed line, called a composant. The wrapping numbers may vary from one torus to another; we shall record their sequence by P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : g, and we shall refer to the associated solenoid as the P-adic solenoid, denoted by S P . We note that no generality is lost in assuming that p i 's are all prime. For the sequence P, we also have the associated P-adic Knaster continuum K P that is an intersection of a nested sequence of disks each traversing the previous one in a snake-like fashion a number of times indicated by the corresponding term in P (see Figure 2) . K P is related to S P by a 2-1 branched cover S P ! K P (see Section 9 and c.f. 3]).
In dynamics, which serves as our main motivation, one usually encounters S P and K P for periodic sequences P, P = fn; n; : : : g. Particularly, for n = 2 we get two classical attractors: the Smale's Solenoid and the Smale's Horseshoe ( 9] ). These are basic examples among a bewildering variety of complicated continua that are observed in chaotic systems. One naturally wonders to what extent the rich structure of such sets determines the underlying dynamics. We solve this problem in the simplest setting of S P and K P by classifying all their homeomorphisms. Let us describe our results for S P now; analogous theorems hold for K P (see Section 8) . S P has a structure of a topological group (see Section 2 or 8] ). Its translations roughly turn S P axially and may x or permute its composants. Besides translations and the involution r : z 7 ! z ?1 , the simplest maps of S P are Frobenius homomorphisms g b : S P ! S P , z 7 ! z b , where b 2 N. ( The action of g b roughly wraps S P longitudinally b times onto itself.) We shall prove that g b is a homeomorphisms i b is P-recurrent (i.e. every prime dividing b repeats in nitely many times in P). In that case, we can also form maps g a=b := g ?1 b g a . The compositions s g a=b and r s g a=b where s is a translation and a; b 2 N are co-prime and P-recurrent form a group of a ne homeomorphisms of S P . THEOREM 1 Suppose that P is an in nite sequence of prime numbers and f : S P ! S P is a homeomorphisms of the P-adic solenoid. Then there are unique P-recurrent and co-prime natural numbers a; b 2 N such that f is isotopic to the a ne map g = s g a=b or g = r s g a=b .
We note that g is determined uniquely up to a translation that xes the composants of S P so that there are actually uncountably many homotopy classes for homeomorphisms of S P | each class is determined by the winding ratio a=b and the composant that contains the image f(e) of the neutral element e 2 S P .
Our second theorem assures that the topological entropy is constant across any xed homotopy class. THEOREM 2 In the context of Theorem 1, the topological entropies of f and g coincide and are given by h(f) = h(g) = log maxfa; bg:
In particular, if f is homotopic to the identity then the entropy is zero.
Finally, our third theorem shows that if h(f) > 0, then f is conjugated to g after perhaps collapsing some arcs in S P to points. THEOREM 3 In the context of Theorem 1, if a=b 6 = 1, then f is semi-conjugated to g; namely, there is a surjective continuous map h : S P ! S P such that h f = g h. Moreover, h ?1 (z) is a point or an arc for any z 2 S P .
It is easy to see that the semi-conjugacy does not in general exist when a=b = 1 (c.f. 11]). Let us digress that the above results show that the set of entropies exhibited by homeomorphisms of S P determines all the P-recurrent primes and that this already determines S P up to homeomorphism in the dynamically interesting case when P is a periodic sequence. Indeed, in 13, 1] , it is shown that two solenoids S P and SP are homeomorphic i , after perhaps removing a nite number of terms, P andP contain each prime the same number of times. In general, however, nonhomeomorphic solenoids may exhibit the same entropies as exempli ed by a pair S (2;3;5;7;::: ) and S (2;2;3;3;5;5;7;7;:::) | both solenoids admit only self-homeomorphisms of zero entropy. The proofs of the three theorems hinge on constructing for an arbitrary homeomorphisms of S P its lift to P R where P is the cross section of S P . The lift, although generally no longer a homeomorphism, is a skew product over the base P because it has to permute the composants f!g R. Moreover, the base map on P is purely algebraic and universal across each homotopy class.
To indicate other ingredients making up our arguments we outline the contents of the sections to follow. In Section 2, we give a formal de nition of S P and recall the standard identi cation of the cross section P of S P with an adding machine.
Section 3 collects number-theoretical facts about P used in Section 4 to classify the algebraic homeomorphisms of S P . Theorem 1 is shown in Section 5 by using \small cross sections" of S P to lift an arbitrary homeomorphisms of S P to P R.
A short Section 6 combines the results of Sections 4 and 5 to provide an explicit formula for such a lift. Section 7 establishes Theorem 2 by computing the entropy in P R as a sum of the entropies in the bers and in the base a'la Bowen ( 4] ).
Section 8 mimics Handel's 7] to implement Katok's idea of global shadowing in order to show Theorem 3. Finally, Section 9 develops the analogs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 for the Knaster continua by lifting the homeomorphisms from K P to S P .
To end, let us put our results into perspective. 1 Solenoids are old and we inevitably included some known material hoping to make the presentation accesible even to a novice. The author's initial thrust came from conversations with Marcy Barge. In 3], a special case of Theorem 2 was established for P = fn; n; : : : g and f homotopic to a power of the very Frobenius homomorphism g n . 3] shows also the formula for h(g a=b ) for all a; b, which however, goes back to 2] and belongs to a long line of works as cited in 12]. Theorem 1, in turn, is not original: it belongs to \folklore" among topologists and can be extracted from any of 13, 16, 10, 14] . A quick proof amounts to observing that a homeomorphism of a solenoid must permute the components according to its cohomological action on the dual group. We supply an elementary geometrical argument for completeness. Also, the analogous result for K P with periodic P has been attributed in 3] to W. T. Watkins 2 . 1 The author was greatly aided by feedback from the preliminary circulation of the manuscript and is specially greteful to M. Barge, L. Block, J. Keesling, P. Minc.
2 although we could not locate a written account Theorem 3 seems genuinely new although it relies on tested tools of hyperbolic dynamics and is a natural extension of the classical result in 6, 7] . We mention that our result complements 10], where the group of homeomorphisms of a solenoid was studied as a topological space. Finally, non-locally connected coverings like P R ! S P were used in 15]; however, approaching homeomorphisms of S P via their (non-invertible) lifts to P R seems original.
Preliminaries
We x a sequence P = fp 0 ; p 1 ; p 2 ; : : : g where p k > 1 for k 1 are prime numbers, and p 0 = 1 is added for convenience. We de ne the P-adic solenoid S P as the inverse limit space of mappings z 7 ! z p k , k = 1; 2; : : : , on the complex unit circle S := fz 2 C : jzj = 1g; namely, S P = lim ? (z 7 ! z p k ) := f(z k ) ; t 2 R: ? generates a translation ow T : R S P ! S P , T t z := ?(t) z, which has an obvious cross section with return time 1 along a subgroup given by P := fz = (z k ) 1 k=0 2 S P : z 0 = 1g; T 1 ( P ) = P ; (i.e. there is t 0 with T t z 2 P for any z 2 S P and ft 2 R : T t z 2 P g = Z for z 2 P ). The return map is the translation by := ?(1), T := T 1 j P : P ! P ; T ! := !; and S P is homeomorphic with the suspension manifold of T , S P = P 0; 1]= where (!; 1) (T !; 0) for ! 2 P . Equivalently, S P is the orbit space of Z acting (descretely) on P R so that k 2 Z is assigned a map D k : (!; x) 7 ! (T k !; x ? k):
We denote by the associated natural projection
which is a covering and a homomorphisms of topological groups 3 . Being a covering, has the unique path lifting property and the homotopy lifting property ( 17] In this way, the deck map D : P R ! P R becomes an isometry, and the covering projection : P R ! S P becomes a local isometry.
3 Self-similarity of P The number a P := a P;1 a P;+ is the greatest common divisor of a and the (in nite) product Q p i 2P p i . We have a = a P a P;? = a P;1 a P;+ a P;? ;
and a 2 N is P-recurrent i a = a P;1 . Fact 3.1 For a 2 N, the kernel of a has cardinality j ker( a )j = a P;+ . In particular, a is a monomorphisms i a = a P;1 a P;? , i.e. every prime in P that divides a repeats in P in nitely many times.
We shall argue for the representation of a on lim Z p 1 p k P (see Section 2) given by
Proof of Fact 3.1. Let k 0 be large enough so that a P divides p 1 p k 0 and no prime p k divides a P;+ for k > k 0 . In particular, a P;? and p 1 p k =a P are co-prime for k > k 0 . Consider s 2 ker( a ). We have as k = a P;? a P s k 0 (mod p 1 p k ); k 1:
Thus, for k > k 0 , a P;? s k 0 (mod p 1 p k =a P ) and, by the choice of k 0 ,
Also, for a xed k > k 0 and l > k large enough, a P;1 divides p k+1 p l so that p 1 p k =a P;+ divides p 1 p l =a P . The congruence (3.1) (applied for k = l) yields that s l 0 (mod p 1 p k =a P;+ ), and thus s k s l 0 (mod p 1 p k =a P;+ ) since s 2 lim Z p 1 p k . This shows that an arbitrary s 2 ker( a ) is of the form s k = x k p 1 p k =a P;+ 2 Z p 1 p k ; k > k 0 ; where x k 2 Z a P;+ . As a result there are at most a P;+ = jZ a P;+ j elements in ker( a ) (because they would all have to di er on some xed coordinate s k for su ciently large k).
To see that j ker( a )j = a P;+ , for any x k 0 2 Z a P;+ , we exhibit s 2 ker( a ) with 
Algebraic Homeomorphisms
We catalog in this section the self-homeomorphisms of solenoids that are to serve as the representatives of the homotopy classes.
The Inverse: Taking inverse with respect to the group operation in S P yields a homeomorphism r : S P ! S P ; r : z 7 ! z ?1 :
The corresponding map on the cover, R : P R ! P R; R(!; x) = (! ?1 ; ?x);
is a lift of r.
Translations: For w 2 S P , the translation by w yields a homeomorphism s w : S P ! S P ; z 7 ! w z: If ( ; t) 2 P R is a lift of w, ( ; t) = w, then S ( ;t) : P R ! P R; S ( ;t) (!; x) := (! ; x + t)
is a lift of s w .
Frobenius Automorphisms: For a 2 N, we have the Frobenius endomorphism g a : S P ! S P ; g a : z 7 ! z a ; which lifts to the corresponding Frobenius endomorphisms on P R, G a : P R ! P R; G a : (!; x) 7 ! ( a (!); ax): ( a : P ! P ; a (!) = ! a was discussed in Section 3.) Lemma 4.1 The Frobenius endomorphisms g a is a homeomorphisms of S P i a is P-recurrent, i.e. a = a P;1 .
The idea is that g a is a homeomorphisms exactly when a is 1-1 and P : a ( P )] = a, which will translate to a = a P;1 by the results of the previous section. The rst condition is clear because a = g a j P , and the second condition is to prevent the fundamental domain P 0; 1] from overlapping in the image of G a .
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Observe that g a is surjective for any a 2 N because g a (?(t)) = ?(at) for t 2 R and ?(aR) = S P .
Suppose that a = a P;1 . We shall rst prove that g a is a homeomorphisms by deriving an explicit formula for its (lifted) inverse | the formula will be crucial in subsequent sections. From Fact 3.2, P decomposes into a disjoint union of a clopen cosets P Note that G 1=a is a right inverse of G a , G 1=a G a = Id P R . Therefore, since g a is surjective (unlike G a ), g 1=a is the (two-sided) inverse of g a , which makes g a a homeomorphisms.
To prove the other implication, suppose that g a is a homeomorphisms. If a = q 1 q m is the prime decomposition of a, then g a = g q 1 g qm where the g q i 's are homomorphisms as well. Let us consider then a single homeomorphism g q for a prime q = q i . If q appears in P, then q must be P-recurrent since otherwise q = g q j P is not 1-1 by Fact 3.1. If q does not appear in P, then Facts 3.2 and 3.1 imply that q : P ! P is a homeomorphism and so are the restrictions g q j ( P fk=qg) : ( P fk=qg) ! P ; k = 0; : : : ; q ? 1:
Therefore, each point of P has (exactly) q preimages, which contradicts g q being a
homeomorphism. This shows that any prime factor q i , and thus a, is P-recurrent.
2
By combining the Frobenius automorphisms, their inverses, translations, and possibly the inverse involution we arrive with a ne homeomorphisms of S P | among which those that map P to itself we shall call normalized a ne homeomorphisms.
De nition 4.2 (a ne homeomorphisms) Suppose that 2 P and a; b 2 N are co-prime and P-recurrent. We de ne a homeomorphism g a=b; : S P ! S P to be the factor of G a=b; : P R ! P R given by is the projection on the second factor, then the compactness of P implies that f t has a bounded displacement; namely, jpr R (F 0 (!; x)) ? pr R (F 1 (!; x))j = ja(x + I b (!))=b ? (x ? (!))j < C for some C > 0 independent on x 2 R and ! 2 P . It follows (by considering x ! 1) that a=b = 1, i.e. a = 1 and b = 1. Moreover | P being totally disconnected | F t must permute the leaves ! R in P R, which is to say that the projection pr P (F t (!; x)) onto P is constant over the range (t; x) 2 0; 1] R, i.e. ! = (!) ! for all ! 2 P . In this way, ( ) must be constant and = | which nishes the proof of necessity.
For su ciency, observe that g a=b; and g a=b; k can be isotoped one into another by using the ow T t . 2 5 Homotopy Classes (Proof of Theorem 1)
In this section, we x a homeomorphisms f : S P ! S P and construct an isotopy of f to an a ne homeomorphisms g of S P in order to prove Theorem 1.
We record rst the simple fact that f is an orbit equivalence between the ow T t and itself or T t and its inverse, T ?t . (This suggests that the homotopy type of f is solely determined by the way f permutes the orbits of T t .) Fact 5.3 For every z 2 S P , there is a homeomorphisms : R ! R such that f T t z = T (t) f(z); t 2 R:
Depending on whether (t) is increasing or decreasing we shall call f orientation preserving or orientation reversing | (which z is used is irrelevant because fT t (z) : t 2 Rg winds densely in S P .) At the expense of replacing f with r f, we may assume that f is orientation preserving.
Proof of Fact 5.3. Fix z 2 S P . By path lifting, we have : R ! P R such that (t) = f T t z for t 2 R. Because P is totally disconnected, pr P is constant and so (t) = (!; (t)) for some : R ! R and some ! 2 P . is 1-1 because f is 1-1. Also, (R) = R because otherwise (f(!; (t)) : t > 0g) = ff T t z : t > 0g would not be dense in S P . 2 In order to lift f to a map of P R, we shall use \small cross-sections of T t ". where pr 0 : S P ! S is the projection on the zeroth coordinate, pr 0 ((z i ) 1 i=0 ) = z 0 , and the metric on S is induced from R via the exponential t 7 ! exp(2 it).
In particular, P c is chosen to be small enough cross-section so that a localized isotopy will easily \straighten" f( P c ) and put it into a ber of pr 0 : S P ! S, which then can be further isotoped into P via T t . This is formalized in the rst step below.
Step 1: Construct an isotopy of f to f such that f( P c ) P . Construction. From (5.1), f( P c ) is evenly covered by ; in particular, we have a well de ned and continuous := pr P ~ ?1 fj P c : P where (!; x) 2 P (x 0 ? 2 ; x 0 + 2 ) is the (unique) lift of z. Extend h by identity to the whole S P . This de nition assures that h 0 = Id and h 1 f( P c ) = ( ( P c ) x 0 ). Moreover, h is a homeomorphisms for each 2 0; 1]: it is manifestly surjective, and it is 1-1 because it preserves the composants (! R) and solves an ODE on each of them. In this way, the isotopy given by T ? x 0 h f, 2 0; 1], deforms f to f := T ?x 0 h 1 f such that f( P c ) P | as required.
Step 2: Adjust f by translation so that the neutral element e is a xed point; Step 3: There is an isotopy off to the a ne homomorphism g c P;1 =d P;1 := g c P;1 g ?1
The idea is that (5.4) forcesf to agree with g c=d on P c , and this agreement can be easily spread onto the whole S P by \ironing out" the nonlinearities along the bers ! R.
Construction. We only produce a homotopy and leave derivation of formulas for an isotopy as an exercise. Becausef( P c ) = P d we can cut S P along the cross Observe thatg respects the identi cations on P c f0; cg and P d f0; dg so that it descends to a homotopyĝ : S P ! S P . Clearly,ĝ 0 =f and we claim that ĝ 1 = g c P;1 =d P;1 . Indeed, given z 2 S P , we take its lift (! c ; x) 2 P To determine the entropy of an arbitrary homeomorphism f : S P ! S P and prove lim Z p 1 p k ! lim Z p 1 p k that is conjugated to a=b (as explained in Remark 4.1). Let (k n ) 1 n=1 be a non-decreasing sequence such that p 1 p kn is divisible by b n , n 2 N; and set := exp(?k 1 ). We claim that if s ands 2 lim Z p 1 p k are such that s k 6 s k (mod b n ) for some k k n , then s ands are (n; )-separated. This would yield h( ) log b because, by using the natural embedding : N ! lim Z p 1 p k such that ( (n) k ) 1 k=1 := (n (mod p 1 p k )) 1 k=1 , we exhibit an (n; )-separated set S n := (f0; :::; b n ? 1g) lim Z p 1 p k and #S n = b n .
We verify the claim by induction with respect to n. For n = 1, the P-adic expansions 
Global Shadowing (Proof of Theorem 3)
We shall prove in this section Theorem 3, that is we x a homeomorphism f :
S P ! S P with the winding ratio a=b 6 = 1 and show that f is semi-conjugate to the a ne homeomorphism g : S P ! S P isotopic to f provided by Theorem 1, (i.e. we construct a continuous surjective map h : S P ! G such that h f = g h).
As before, we shall argue mostly at the level of lifts F and G : P R ! P R of f and g. By Corollary 6.1, these exist as a pair of equivariantly homotopic maps of the form F (!; x) = ( (!); x + (!; x)) and G(!; x) = ( (!); x + (!)); where = a=b according to whether f is orientation preserving or not, and ( ) = a=b I b ( ). Note that we may assume that j j > 1 at the expense of passing to f ?1 if necessary. We shall also x 2 (1; j j) and set C := (sup j j + sup j j)=(j j ? ) < +1.
Consider for a moment xed (!; x) 2 P R and (!; y) 2 P R together with the sequences x n := pr R (F n (!; x)) and y n := pr R (G n (!; y)); n 0: In adopting Katok's notion of global shadowing and by emulating 7], we say that (!; x) is C-shadowed by (!; y), and write (!; x) (!; y), i jx n ? y n j C for all n 0. The following proposition shows that H : P R ! P R that associates (!; x) to its C-shadow (!; y) is well de ned and factors to the sought after semi-conjugacy h. Consider the open sets E ? := fy 2 R : n y n < n x n ? C for some n 0g and E + := fy 2 R : n y n > n x n + C for some n 0g: We have to show that R n (E ? E + ) is a single point as this is the set of y's for which (!; x) (!; y). The choice of the constant C guarantees that, given k 0, k y k > k x k + C implies n y n > n x n + n?k C for n k and k y k < k x k ? C implies n y n < n x n ? n?k C for n k: Hence E ? and E + are disjoint. The monotonicity of the maps x ! x + (!; x) and x ! x + (!) implies that E ? contains with each y all points in (?1; y which ends the proof of (i).
(ii) Fix an arbitrary > 0. Pick n 2 N so that 3C=j j n . Consider (!; x) and (!;x) 2 P R. Take (v) Fix (!; y) 2 P R. We can reverse the roles of f and g in the proof of part (i) and conclude that the orbit of (!; y) under G is C-shadowed by an orbit under F of some (!; x) 2 P R. (Uniqueness of (!; x) may be lost due to non-linearities in F , c.f. Remark 8.3 below.) 2 Remark 8.3 The bers of the semi-conjugacy h are arcs of the form h ?1 (z) = (! (x ? ; x + )). In particular, h is guaranteed to be 1-1, and thus a conjugacy if \f is C 1 -close enough to g" so that F is expanding the bers. This happens for example when x 7 ! x + (!; x) has Lipschitz inverse with a constant L < 1 that is uniform in !. Remark 8.4 Because h ?1 (z)'s are arcs, the ber entropy is zero in Bowen's Theorem 4; and we conclude h(f) = h(g). This gives an alternative proof of Theorem 2 for f with the winding ratio a=b 6 = 1.
Knaster continua
Knaster continua can be realized by identifying each point of a solenoid with its inverse, i.e. we have Z 2 acting via the involution r : S P ! S P , r : z 7 ! z ?1 , and the P-adic Knaster continum is K P := S P =Z 2 : We shall denote by : S P ! K P the natural projection. Observe that the restriction to S P of the product of the circle attening maps, Q where P p (cos ) = cos p is the Tchebyshev polynomial and has exactly p monotonic laps each of which is surjective. One can now verify that thus de ned K P is homeomorphic to the Knaster continum pictured in the introduction.
The projection fails to be a cover at the xed points of r, and we have two easy to verify cases:
Even Case: P contains in nitely many 2's | then the neutral element e is the sole xed point of r;
Odd Case: P contains only nitely many 2's | then, besides e, there is exactly one more xed point e = (1; : : : 1; ?1; ?1; ?1; : : : ) where the number of the leading 1's equals the maximal k for which p k = 2 (or there are no 1's if all p k 's are odd). In the \odd case", e e = e ; and the two points e and e are interchanged by the translation s e : z 7 ! e z, which factors to an involutionŝ : K P ! K P .
We distinguish a class of standard homeomorphisms of K P (c.f. 3]) that are the factors (through ) of the a ne homeomorphisms of S P . From g a=b; r = r g a=b;r( ) , an a ne homeomorphism g a=b; commutes with r i r( ) = i.e. 2 fe; e g. The standard homeomorphisms come then in two kinds: those xing (e),ĝ a=b;+ : K P ! K P ; g a=b;e =ĝ a=b;+ ; and those interchanging e and e , g a=b;? : K P ! K P ; g a=b;e =ĝ a=b;? | the later are well de ned only in the \odd case". As before, a; b run over pairs of P-recurrent co-prime natural numbers. Clearly,ĝ a=b;? =ŝ ĝ a=b;+ . THEOREM 5 Iff : K P ! K P is a homeomorphism, then (i) there are P-recurrent and co-prime a; b 2 N such thatf is isotopic to a standard homeomorphism g, g =ĝ a=b;? or g =ĝ a=b;+ ;
(ii)f is semi-conjugate to g provided a=b 6 = 1; (iii)f has topological entropy h(f) = h(g) = log maxfa; bg.
We shall reduce the theorem to our results for S P via the following proposition. Proposition 9.3 For any homeomorphismsf : K P ! K P , there exists a unique orientation preserving homeomorphism f : S P ! S P that is a lift off, f =f .
It follows that r f is the only other lift off. Before starting the proof, we put a metric d K P on K P given on u; v 2 K P by d K P (u; v) := minfd S P (w; z) : (w) = u; (z) = v; w; z 2 S P g: We mention that, by using the P-adic representation of P , it is easy to verify that ! 7 ! ! ?1 is an isometry of P an that Z 2 acts on S P isometrically so that is a local isometry at all points beside e and e . We will use the following lemma embodying an idea that the points z and z ?1 in S P can be distinguished by looking at the \orientation" of their composants projected to K P . Lemma 9. Proof: Since : P R ! S P is a local isometry, there is > 0 such that d S P (T t z; T ? (t) z) = t + (t) for t; (t) 2 0; ]. Our hypothesis, Under the projection := : P R ! K P , the lines ! R map onto the composants of K P , of which all are immersed R's except for the composants of (e) and (e ) which are immersed half-lines 0; 1). We shall use the immersion i S P : R ! S P , i S P (t) = (e; t), and the immersion i K P : 0; 1) ! K P i K P = i S P j 0;1) .
Proof of Proposition 9.3: Fix a homeomorphismf : K P ! K P . We may assume thatf xes (e); otherwiseŝ f xes (e) | and if f is its lift then s e f is the lift off. We have a homeomorphism : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) given by := i S P ?1 f i K P , which we use to de ne on a dense subset of S P a map f 0 : i S P ( 0; 1)) ! i S P ( 0; 1)) by f 0 (i S P (t)) = i S P (t); t 0. We claim that f 0 is uniformly continuous so that it uniquely extends to a continuous map f 1 : S P ! S P . Note that then f 1 is a lift of f and that any such lift that preserves the orientation of the composant through e must coincide with f 1 . Also f 1 must be a homeomorphism: an analogous reasoning applied to f ?1 yields the inverse of f 1 .
To prove the claim, x > 0 such that =2 < where is an in Lemma 9.5.
There is > 0 such that d K P (f(u); f(v)) < =8 when d K P (u; v) < , u; v 2 K P .
Suppose that d S P (i S P (x 1 ); i S P (x 2 )) < . We shall show that d S P (f 0 i S P (x 1 ); f 0 i S P (x 2 )) < . Because translations are isometries of S P , d S P (i S P (x 1 + t); i S P (x 2 + t)) < ; and thus also d K P (i K P (x 1 + t); i K P (x 2 + t)) < for all t 0. Since we assumed thatf( (e)) = (e), the composant of e is mapped onto itself, so (c.f. Fact 5.3)f i K P (x i + t) = i K P (y i + i (t)) where y i = (x i ) and i : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) is a homeomorphism, i = 1; 2. By the choice of , d K P (i K P (y 1 + 1 (t)); i K P (y 2 + 2 (t))) < =8; t 0: (9.1) If d S P (i S P (y 1 ); i S P (y 2 )) < =8, we are done. Otherwise, d S P (i S P (y 1 ); i S P (?y 2 )) < =8 from the de nition of d K P and (9:1) at t = 0. Therefore, d S P (i S P (y 1 + t); i S P (?y 2 + t)) < =8 and so d K P ( i S P (y 1 + t); i S P (?y 2 + t)) < =8, for all t 0. Together with (9.1), this yields that d K P ( i S P (y 2 + (t)); i S P (?y 2 + t)) < =8 + =8 = =4
where := 2 ?1 1 and t 0. From Lemma 9.5, d S P (i S P (y 2 ); i S P (?y 2 )) < 2 =4 = =2; and so d S P (i S P (y 1 ); i S P (y 2 )) < 2 =2 = . 2
Proof of Theorem 5.
(i) By Proposition 9.3,f lifts to a homeomorphism f : S P ! S P . As before, we may suppose thatf( (e)) = (e) and f(e) = e, as otherwise one can considerŝ f . Corollary 6.1 supplies a lift F : P R ! P R of f, and a suitable adjustment by a deck transformation assures that F (e; 0) = (e; 0), i.e. = e in (6.1). We write a homotopy F t : P R ! P R, t 2 0; 1], given by where a, b are co-prime P-recurrent and is continuous and equivariant, D = .
We claim that F t factors through to a homotopyf t : K P ! K P , which apparently connectsf to the standard mapĝ a=b;+ . To prove the claim, it is to show that there is : P ! Z such that 
